
DISCO for Excel Review
A more streamlined and secure Excel review with DISCO Ediscovery

“From auto-exposing hidden content to point-and-

click redactions, DISCO Ediscovery’s Excel capabil-

ities and the native redaction tools do exactly what 

we need, quickly and accurately, all while making 

my attorneys happier due to the better user expe-

rience. It also makes our client’s happier as they 

save money and stress with more efficient and more 

precise reviews.” 

— Kyre Stucklin, Practice Support Manager at Rutan & Tucker, LLP

From complex financial models to simple lists of times and 
dates, Excel files often contain critical information in litigation 
and investigations. But Excel files are notoriously difficult to 
review in traditional ediscovery platforms designed with paper 
documents in mind. 

Nearly all users choose to download Excel files and view them 
locally, introducing a host of challenges related to data integrity 
and tracking work product. Redacting Excel files in legacy plat-
forms is nearly impossible — users are forced to use cumber-
some, error-prone processes or string together third-party 
plugins when dealing with confidential or privileged information. 

DISCO solved this problem by developing proprietary tech-
nology built into our document viewer that enables users to 
manipulate Excel files just as if they were reviewing them on their 
desktop. DISCO’s Excel and native redaction tools make it faster 
and easier to read and understand the content within each work-
book, regardless of the size, using the same workflow you use 
for the rest of your review. On top of this Excel-like experience, 
we’ve built enhanced capabilities — like the ability to locate 
hidden content and redact directly on your spreadsheets. All 
of this means you can review your documents more efficiently 
and produce with more confidence.
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Simple. Fast. Effective.
DISCO’s enhanced viewer and native 
redaction tools give the user a better 
understanding of the context and 
content of the document while provid-
ing a fully integrated, more streamlined 
review experience — resulting in faster 
workflows and lower costs to reach 
producible documents. DISCO’s unique 
approach to handling Excels leads to 
an average 23% improvement in review 
throughput and a 260% increase in over-
all user satisfaction rates compared to 
legacy solutions.

Maintain confidentiality
DISCO reveals and highlights hidden 
content and invisible text automatically, 
ensuring reviewers see all data that 
may be produced. DISCO even provides 
the ability to turn off floating charts so 
users can verify there’s no text hidden 
underneath. Instead of using expensive 
platform add-ons or complex native 
redaction workflows, DISCO users can 
identify, review, and, if needed, redact 
information natively in a spreadsheet 
with confidence.

Streamlined productions
DISCO eliminates flipping back and forth 
between different versions of Excel 
sheets during QC by making redac-
tions translucent in the viewer. Ready to 
produce? Excel files (redacted or not) are 
produced in line with any other docu-
ments. When productions are done, you 
can automatically generate and export 
a redaction log. DISCO’s fully integrated 
review, redaction, and production func-
tionality takes the steps and stress out 
of preparing Excel files for production.


